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Washington , NY and Boston
01 WED. Washington.Arrival and transfer to the hotel. In the afternoon,
we include an evening transfer to Georgetown,
the city’s busiest district full of bars and restaurants.
Accommodation.

05 SUN. New York.After breakfast, free day in the Big Apple with an optional contrasts tour to see the main attractions of
each of New York’s great districts: Bronx, Harlem,
Queens, Brooklyn. Afternoon free.

02 THU. Washington.After breakfast we take a tour of the city. First, we
take a walk around the Pentagon and then pay a visit
to Arlington Cemetery, the JFK Memorial and the Iwo
Jima Memorial. We then stop at the Lincoln, Korea and
Vietnam Memorials and a stop at the White House to
take a photo. Then we take a stroll around the Capitol. In the afternoon, we go on a boat trip on the
River Potomac to see some of the main landmarks of
the city. After the trip, we return to the hotel. In the
evening, we take an optional tour of Washington by
night and then return to our accommodation.
Note: due to the weather conditions, the Potomac River
boat does not operate from October to March.

06 MON. New York - Boston.After breakfast, we leave for BOSTON, Massachusetts. Arrival at midday and panoramic tour of the
city which was key in the Independence of the United
States. We will visit Beacon Hill, Harvard University,
the gardens of Boston Common, Trinity Church and
we will end up at Quincy Market, a busy area by the
docks, full of shops and restaurants, where we will
have free time before going back to the hotel and our
accommodation.
07 TUE. Boston.After breakfast, end of our services.

DEPARTURE DATES
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:

06, 13, 20, 27
03, 10, 17, 24
01, 08, 15, 22, 29
05, 12, 19, 26
02, 09, 16, 23, 30

PRICE PER PERSON
ID:19212

DBL

INDIV

TPL

CUAD

High S.

$

1410

2320

1283

1213

Mid S.

$

1325

2235

1206

1140

EXPECTED HOTELES

03 FRI. Washington - Lancaster - Philadelphia New York.Breakfast and departure from Washington for LANCASTER, where we will see the typical farms of the
Amish and their 18th-century lifestyle. We will then
go on to PHILADELPHIA. Arrival and stop for a walk
in the famous National Independence Park with the
famous Liberty Bell, then free time for a coffee before
going on to NEW YORK. Arrival in the evening.
04 SAT. New York.After breakfast, a panoramic tour of the city seeing higher, middle and lower Manhattan. We will visit
Wall Street, Rockefeller Center, St Patrick’s Cathedral,
Central Park, Columbus Circle, the AOL/ Time Warner
Building, the famous Village, Little Italy and Battery
Park (with the Statue of Liberty). There will be an optional boat trip around Manhattan. In the evening, we
include a transfer to Times Square, the real heart
of the city, with Broadway’s musicals and its spectacular lights.

FROM 1325$-DAYS 7

See the hotels provided for this trip in
the final part of the brochure and on the
website’s “My Trip” page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: River Potomac
• City tour in : Washington, New York, Boston.
• Evening Transfer: Washington (Georgetown)
,Times Square in New

Boston
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Las vegas

FROM 3060$-DAYS 14
DEPARTURE DATES
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:

01, 08, 15, 22, 29
05, 12, 19, 26
03, 10, 17, 24, 31
07, 14, 21, 28
04, 11, 18, 25
02

01 FRI. New York.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Arrival
Reception. Transfer to hotel and free time. You
will receive information about the start of the circuit
during the afternoon, or you can check the informative
panels in the hotel reception area.

PRICE PER PERSON
ID:19211

DBL

USA Panorama East and West Coast

INDIV

TPL

CUAD

4545

2785

2632

High S.

$ 3060

Mid S.

$ 3060 4545 2785 2632

EXPECTED HOTELES
See the hotels provided for this trip in
the final part of the brochure and on the
website’s “My Trip” page.

02 SAT. New York.After breakfast, a panoramic tour of the city seeing
higher, middle and lower Manhattan. We will visit Wall
Street, Rockefeller Center, St Patrick’s Cathedral,
Central Park, Columbus Circle, the AOL/ Time Warner
Building, the famous Village, Little Italy and Battery
Park (with the Statue of Liberty). There will be an
optional boat trip around Manhattan. In the evening,
we include a transfer to Times Square, the real
heart of the city, with Broadway’s musicals and its
spectacular lights.
03 SUN. New York.After breakfast, free day in the Big Apple with an
optional contrasts tour to see the main attractions
of each of New York’s great districts: Bronx, Harlem,
Queens, Brooklyn. Afternoon free.
04 MON. New York- Corning- Buffalo.After breakfast we depart for Buffalo. We stop
off at CORNING, famous for having the world´s
largest collection of glass objects. Any travellers
who are interested will be able to explore the
spectacular museum. Later, we continue to BUFFALO.
Accommodation.

new york
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05 TUE. Buffalo- Niagara Falls- Buffalo.After breakfast, we set out for Niagara Falls, starting
with “Goat Island” where we will have a close up view
of the Rapids and the Horsetail and embark on the
“Maid of the Mist”, small boat that takes us to the
bottom of the famous waterfalls. In the afternoon, we
visit one of the most famous Outlets in the city. Then
at the end of the day, we return to our hotel in Buffalo.
Note: The Maid of the Mist does not operate from October
to March, due to the weather conditions.

06 WED. Buffalo- Los Angeles.At the time informed by the guide, we will make a
transfer to the airport to catch a domestic flight
included in your trip. On arrival at destination we
will give you another hotel transfer. Your guide will
contact you at the end of the afternoon or you can
consult the information in your hotel reception.
Note: remember that on domestic flights, the luggage
normally allowed is one suitcase of up to 20 kg in the hold.
Passengers must pay for all excess luggage directly to the
airline.
07 THU. Los Angeles.After breakfast we included a panoramic tour of this
extensive city. Tour including music centre, civic centre
and financial centre, via LA Live & Staples Centre. We
continue along Wilshire Boulevard, heading west of the
city, past the Korean Quarter and the Brea Ditch to
reach Beverly Hills. Continue on Sunset Boulevard to
reach Hollywood and find the Walk of Fame with its
thousands of stars, the Dolby Theatre, Chinese Theatre
and the Hollywood sign. Free time to walk and have
lunch, then return to the hotel. Late in the afternoon,
we include a transfer to Long Beach, where palm
trees mix with the glass buildings, we will have some
time in Shoreline Village to walk and dine in their lively
restaurants across the Queen Mary transatlantic.
08 FRI. Los Angeles.Day off. If you wish you can optionally go to the
beaches of Venece and Santa Monica or get to know
Universal Studios.
09 SAT. Los Angeles- San Diego.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: City tour of San Diego. Evening
transfer to Gaslamp Quarter.
After breakfast, we leave for San Diego. After visiting
the Old Town, with its Mexican atmosphere that
reminds us that we are near its borders, we take a tour
of the city centre. We will pass through Balboa Park,
with its Spanish colonial architecture and museums,
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Route 66
cross the bridge to the exclusive Coronado Island with
its hotels and views, and reach the Landing Dock, with
its historical boats overlooking the bay. Another option
is to visit the famous San Diego zoo. In the evening,
transfer to the Gaslamp Quarter, one of the busiest
spots on the West Coast.
10 SUN. San Diego- Palm Springs- Laughlin.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Funicular climb in Palm Springs.
Desert landscape.
After breakfast, we leave for Palm Springs. This oasis,
with its palm trees, is a pleasant, quiet resort and the
habitual residence of many film stars. On our arrival,
we visit the famous Palm Springs funicular railway
that crosses a drop of almost 2000 metres. From the
top, there is a marvellous view of Coachella Valley.
Then we can wander through the streets and visit
the art galleries and boutiques. After enjoying some
free time, we leave the luxury and Green golf courses
behind and cross the desert, reaching Laughlin in the
afternoon. Accommodation in the hotel on the Banks of
the Colorado River.   
11 MON. Lauglin- Rota 66- Gran Canyon of
ColoradoFlagstaff.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Famous Route 66. Grand
Canyon and its impressive views.
In the morning after breakfast, we visit Arizona,
stopping at Seligman, on the famous Route 66, before
continuing to the Grand Canyon, one of nature’s
wonders and a symbol of the American West. Arrival
mid-morning, including admission to the park. Visit

Colorado Canyon

with our guide by coach to the Bright Angel View
Point, followed by Mathers Point, an impressive
viewpoint more than 2000 metres above the river. As
an option, passengers can enjoy an outing in a plane. In
the late afternoon, transfer to the hotel.
12 TUE. Flagstaff- Las Vegas.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Visit the Downtown and Strip
in Las Vegas.
After breakfast we leave for Nevada, passing by the
Hoover Dam on our way, and stop for lunch. Then we
continue to LAS VEGAS. In the afternoon, we can visit
the Downtown district and the famous Strip, the
avenue with the hotels, casinos and shows that have
converted this city into a genuine theme part for adults.
At night, we are offered an optional tour to see the
Lights of Las Vegas.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• City tour in: New York, Los Angeles, San
Diego.
• Evening Transfer: Times Square in New York,
Long Beach, Gaslamp Quarter, Las Vegas
(Downtown district)
• Transfer: Premium Outlet North.
• Domestic Flight: Buffalo – Los Angeles
Transfer includes
• Tickets admission: Park of Grand Canyon
• Funicular: Palm Springs.

13 WED. Las Vegas.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Transfer to outlet in Las Vegas.
After breakfast, we include transportation to one of
the city’s most popular outlets. Free afternoon and
night to go to one of the shows – concerts, theatres or
the wonderful Cirque Du Soleil.
14 THU. Las Vegas.After breakfast, end of our services.
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FROM 1365$-DAYS

9

DEPARTURE DATES
Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:

28
05, 12, 19, 26
02, 09, 16, 23, 30
07, 14, 21, 28
04, 11, 18, 25
01, 08, 15, 22, 29
06

Quebec

PRICE PER PERSON
ID:19213

DBL

INDIV

TPL

CUAD

High S.

$

1365

2045

1242

1174

Mid S.

$

1365

2045

1242

1174

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in
the final part of the brochure and on the
website’s “My Trip” page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance, continental breakfast and baggage
porter, (1 baggage per person) in the hotels
with this service.
• Includes arrival transfer
• City tour in: Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa,
Toronto.
• Boat: St. Lawrence and the 1000 islands;
Hornblower Niagara.

Canadian Capitals
01 TUE. Montreal.TODAY’S HIGHLIGHTS: Arrival
Reception. Transfer to hotel and free time. You will
receive information about the start of the circuit during
the afternoon, or you can check the informative panels
in the hotel reception area.
02 WED. Montreal.Morning sightseeing tour of MONTREAL included
after breakfast. We will visit, among other places, the
Olympic Village from the 1976 Olympics, the Parc Mont
Royal, St. Joseph Oratory, the Port of Montreal and the
Cathedral. Free afternoon to stroll around Old Montreal
and its shops and restaurants where you will have a
chance to taste its renowned cuisine. In the afternoon,
you will have the option to enjoy the light show at
Notre Dame Basilica. Sojourn.
03 THU. Montreal - Quebec.We will depart for QUEBEC after breakfast. Arrival
and sightseeing tour to visit its more important
sites such as: the Notre Dame Basilica, the Chateaux
Frontenac, the Place Royale, Sainte Anne de Beaupré
and the Citadelle. Free afternoon in the city to explore
Old Quebec, with its typical restaurants and taverns full
of French savour. Accommodation.
04 FRI. Quebec.After breakfast. Free day in the city for personal
activities and to explore all its corners. You will have
the option to visit the Montmorency Falls, the Sugar
Shack and Laurier Quebec shopping mall.

Niagara
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05 SAT. Quebec - St. Agathe des Monts - Mt
Tremblant - Ottawa.Right after breakfast, a stage full of Canadian
landscapes will begin. We will visit the Laurentian Hills
where we will make a stop in the charming town of
Sta Agathe des Monts and will continue to Mount
Tremblant, with its world-famous ski station. From

there, we will continue to OTTAWA, capital city of
Canada. Arrival and sojourn.
06 SUN. Ottawa - Thousand Islands Cruise Toronto.Tour of the city after breakfast. We will visit the
Citadel, the Canal Rideau and the Parliament Buildings
where we will watch the Changing of the Guard (only
July and August). We will then continue to Gananoque
where we will take a sightseeing cruise offering
spectacular river landscapes of St. Lawrence and the
1000 islands. After disembarking, we will continue
south arriving at our hotel in Toronto late in the
afternoon.
07 MON. Toronto.After breakfast, we include a sightseeing tour during
which we will visit Chinatown, City Hall, the Financial
District, Eaton Centre, Casa Loma and the city’s most
important tourist sites. In the afternoon, you will have
the option to visit the CN Tower, shop at Eaton Centre
or walk around the Underground City with 25 km of
shopping gallerias right under the financial district. In
the evening, you will have a chance to visit Queens Quay,
a lively leisure area full of restaurants. Accommodation.
08 TUE. Toronto - Niagara Falls - Toronto.After breakfast, we will go to the beautiful town of
NIAGARA ON THE LAKE. After strolling around for
some time, we will continue to Niagara Falls. Once
there, we will take photos of the Floral Clock before
we get on the Hornblower Niagara Cruise, a small
boat that will take us to the foot of the famous falls.
We will later have some free time to enjoy the Clifton
Hill attractions. We will return to TORONTO in the
afternoon. Accommodation.
09 WED. Toronto.After breakfast, end of our services.
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Belles artes
mexico city, Mexico

Capitals of Mexico
01 SUN. Mexico City.-

Arrival. Welcome to Mexico. Transfer to hotel and free
time. Our guide will contact you late in the afternoon or
provide information through the informative panels in the
hotel reception area.-

02 MON. Mexico City.-

Today we have a fantastic day acquaint ourselves with
Mexico. We include a sightseeing tour of the city. We will
visit the Plaza of Three Cultures, and the historic centre in
which the Zócalo (main square) and its Metropolitan Cathedral stand out, the main Aztec temple, Chapultepec Park, the
“Paseo de la Reforma” Avenue and the other main avenues
of this impressive city.
At the end of the visit we travel to the BASILICA OF GUADALUPE, the most visited Catholic temple in the Americas
where the Virgin of Guadalupe is found. There we will be
able to explore the old basilica dating back to the 18th Century and also the modern temple.
In the afternoon we travel to the neighbourhood of
XOCHIMILCO, a wonderful place with its canals and semifloating gardens. Here we include a ride in a “trajinera”,
one of the boats festooned with flowers.
In the evening we include a transfer to the Plaza de GARIBALDI, with its many bars, restaurants and bars where tacos and tequila are served and the Mariachis sing. Dinner is
included in a traditional restaurant.

03 TUE. Mexico City- Morelia- Janitzio- Patzcuaro.-

We leave Mexico City, and amidst green countryside we enter
the state of Michoacán. We travel to MORELIA, the splendid Michoacán capital whose centre, with its magnificent cathedral, was declared Unesco World Heritage. Time for lunch
and a stroll in the centre. Then we will go on to the beautiful
Lake Pátzcuaro, the heart of the Purépecha region. We embark and travel to the island of JANITZIO, where after our

pazcuaro lAKE
MEXICO

25-minute crossing, we reach this picturesque village full of
life and craft shops. After this, we see PATZCUARO, a pretty
colonial village with its outstanding Basilica of Our Lady of
Health and the house of the eleven courtyards which today is
a craft centre. Night in this “magical village”.

04 WED. Patzcuaro- Chapala- TlaquepaqueGuadalajara.-

We leave for the state of Jalisco. We see Lake Chapala,
the largest natural lake in Mexico, surrounded by mountains. CHAPALA, time for a stroll and lunch in this small
tourist city by the lake. Arrival in GUADALAJARA. The end
of the afternoon, we include a transfer to the TLAQUEPAQUE district, with its picturesque streets full of shops
and craftsmen. You can have dinner in “El Parían” a large
square with many typical restaurants where there will be no
lack of Mariachis.

05 THU. Guadalajara- Tequila- Guadalajara.-

In the morning we include a visit to Guadalajara, the modern metropolis with its colonial historic centre, its cathedral,
its market, its Tapatía square. We will enter the Cabañas
Hospice, declared Unesco World Heritage. After the visit,
we will go on to the next town of TEQUILA, we include entrance to the MUNDO CUERVO distillery and will see how
this famous Mexican drink is made (entrance and tasting
included). After this, time for a stroll and lunch in the picturesque town of Tequila. After lunch, we return to Guadalajara.

06 FRI. Guadalajara- Mexico City.-

After breakfast, transfer to the bus station. We travel by
a regular luxury coach line back. Our journey lasts just over
six and a half hours. Arrival in MEXICO CITY around 16.00hrs.
End of our services. Check the time of your flight in case you
need an additional night.

FROM 680€-DAYS 6
DEPARTURE DATES
Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:
Nov.20:
Dec.20:
Jan.21:
Feb.21:
Mar.21:

12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

PRICE PER PERSON
ID: 19093
High S.
Mid S.
Low S.

€
€
€

DBL
680
680
680

SINGL
940
940
940

EXPECTED HOTELES
See the hotels provided for this trip in
the final part of the brochure and on the
website’s “My Trip” page

THE PRICE INCLUDES

• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Boat trip in Xochimilco in Mexico City, to
the Island of Janitzio in Patzcuaro lake.
• City tour in: Mexico City, Guadalajara.
• Evening Transfer: Plaza de Garibaldi in
Mexico City. Tlaquepaque neighborhood
in Guadalajara.
• Transfer: Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico
City, Regular bus ticket luxury category Guadalajara-Mexico City.
• Ticket admission: Cabañas Hospice and Mundo Cuervo Tequila Distillery in Guadalajara.
• 1 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Mexico City.
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Mexican dream option 1
Unforgettable Mexico new option 2
Around Mexico new option 3

O
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FROM 1510€-DAYS 12/14/16
DEPARTURE DATES
Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:
Nov.20:
Dec.20:
Jan.21:
Feb.21:
Mar.21:

OPT. 1
AND 2
12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

OAXACA
MEXICO

OPT. 3
12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

PRICE PER PERSON
OPTION 1
OPTION 2
OPTION 3
ID: 19095
ID: 19096
ID: 19097
DBL SINGL DBL SINGL DBL SINGL

High S. € 1510 2035 1850 2445 1970 2645
Mid S. € 1510 2035 1850 2445 1970 2645
Low S. € 1510 2035 1850 2445 1970 2645

(OPT. 1) MEXICAN DREAM

01 SUN. Mexico City.-

Arrival. Welcome to Mexico. Transfer to hotel and
free time. Our guide will contact you late in the afternoon or provide information through the informative panels in the hotel reception area.-

02 MON. Mexico City.-

Today we have a fantastic day acquaint ourselves with
Mexico. We include a sightseeing tour of the city. We
will visit the Plaza of Three Cultures, and the historic centre in which the Zócalo (main square) and its Metropolitan
Cathedral stand out, the main Aztec temple, Chapultepec
Park, the “Paseo de la Reforma” Avenue and the other
main avenues of this impressive city.
At the end of the visit we travel to the BASILICA OF
GUADALUPE, the most visited Catholic temple in the
Americas where the Virgin of Guadalupe is found. There
we will be able to explore the old basilica dating back to
the 18th Century and also the modern temple.
In the afternoon we travel to the neighbourhood of
XOCHIMILCO, a wonderful place with its canals and
semi-floating gardens. Here we include a ride in a “trajinera”, one of the boats festooned with flowers.
In the evening we include a transfer to the Plaza de GARIBALDI, with its many bars, restaurants and bars where
tacos and tequila are served and the Mariachis sing. Dinner is included in a traditional restaurant.

LA, we include entrance to the MUNDO CUERVO distillery and will see how this famous Mexican drink is
made (entrance and tasting included). After this, time
for a stroll and lunch in the picturesque town of Tequila.
After lunch, we return to Guadalajara.

06 FRI. Guadalajara- Guanajuato.-

We travel to the state of GUANAJUATO. Arrival at midday. In the afternoon we include a city tour of this very
beautiful university city declared World Heritage, its steep
slopes, its narrow streets, its churches, and we also include
a cable car ride to admire the view from “el Pípila”.

07 SAT. Guanajuato- Dolores Hidalgo- San
Miguel Allende- Atotonilco- Queretaro.-

Amidst the mountains, we will travel to DOLORES HIDALGO, the city that is the cradle of Mexican independence. Following this, we see SAN MIGUEL DE ALLENDE,
a beautiful city with vice regal architecture and cobbled
streets declared World Heritage. Time for a stroll.  In the
afternoon, we see the ATOTONILCO Sanctuary, known
as the “Century of God and the Patria”, World Heritage
(sometimes it will not be possible to visit the inside due to
the retreats made there). We then c ome to QUERETARO,
with its very beautiful colonial centre, its square of arms
and its busy restaurants and pedestrian streets.

08 SUN. Querétaro- Teotihuacán- CholulaOaxaca.-

03 TUE. Mexico City- Morelia- Janitzio- We travel to TEOTIHUACAN, in Náhuatl “the place where
men become gods”, one of the most impressive cities in
Patzcuaro.We leave Mexico City, and amidst green countryside we
enter the state of Michoacán. We travel to MORELIA,
the splendid Michoacán capital whose centre, with its
magnificent cathedral, was declared Unesco World Heritage. Time for lunch and a stroll in the centre. Then we will
go on to the beautiful Lake Pátzcuaro, the heart of the
Purépecha region. We embark and travel to the island
of JANITZIO, where after our 25-minute crossing, we
reach this picturesque village full of life and craft shops.
After this, we see PATZCUARO, a pretty colonial village
with its outstanding Basilica of Our Lady of Health and
the house of the eleven courtyards which today is a craft
centre. Night in this “magical village”.

04 WED. Patzcuaro- Chapala- TlaquepaqueGuadalajara.-

We leave for the state of Jalisco. We see Lake Chapala,
the largest natural lake in Mexico, surrounded by mountains. CHAPALA, time for a stroll and lunch in this small
tourist city by the lake. Arrival in GUADALAJARA. The end
of the afternoon, we include a transfer to the TLAQUEPAQUE district, with its picturesque streets full of shops
and craftsmen. You can have dinner in “El Parían” a large
square with many typical restaurants where there will be
no lack of Mariachis.

05 THU. Guadalajara- Tequila- Guadalajara.-

In the morning we include a visit to Guadalajara, the
modern metropolis with its colonial historic centre, its
cathedral, its market, its Tapatía square. We will enter
the Cabañas Hospice, declared Unesco World Heritage.
After the visit, we will go on to the next town of TEQUI-
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the ancient world. Here we admire the pyramids of the
sun and the moon, entrance and tour. We continue our
route to the very picturesque CHOLULA, with its beautiful square, its tunnels under the pyramid and the picturesque sanctuary of Nuestra Señora de los Remedios from
where you can admire the magnificent panorama. Time
to have lunch.
In the afternoon, we travel to the state of Oaxaca. Arrival
at OAXACA at the end of the day.- Dinner included.

09 MON. Oaxaca- Monte Alban- El TuleOaxaca.-

Visit included to OAXACA, a UNESCO World Heritage
City of Aztec origin with its impressive monumental heritage, after which we go up to the site of MONTE ALBAN,
which is set deep in a 400-metre mountain above the
Valley of Oaxaca – entry tickets and visit are included.
This is the most magnificent of the Zapotec cities. This
is the most magnificent of the Zapotec cities. On the
outskirts of Oaxaca we know SANTA MARIE EL TULE,
together with its beautiful church, it contains a two thousand year old tree that has one of widest trunks in the
world. Free afternoon in Oaxaca, an extremely beautiful
colonial city which is full of life.

10 TUE. Oaxaca- San Pablo Villa de MitlaTuxtla.-

We leave early and stop at SAN PABLO VILLA DE MITLA, a magical town. We allow time for a walk together
to the Church of San Pablo dating back to the Sixteenth
Century and through its beautiful rustic streets. We continue our route in the sierras of Oaxaca towards the

1 GUANAJUATO

2 MÉRIDA

1 QUERETARO

PATZCUARO 1

2

CANCUN
1

MEXICO CITY
2
OAXACA

1 TUXTLA

1 PALENQUE
1 SAN CRISTÓBAL
DE LAS CASAS
1

AGUA AZUL

Homeland monument

MEXICO

MERIDA, MEXICO

Isthmus. Lunch is included on route. At the end of the
afternoon, we arrive in TUXTLA GUTIERREZ, the capital
of the state of Chiapas. We will go with our guide to the
Marimba Park, where we will listen to a live group playing the Marimba, the emblematic instrument of Chiapas.

11 WED. Tuxtla- Sumidero Canyon- Chiapa del
Corzo- Zinacantan- San Juan de Chamula- San
Cristobal.-

with local guide included. After this, we travel to the
Gulf of Mexico through the state of Tabasco. Lunch included (on route). Arrival in CHAMPOTON, a picturesque
small town by the sea. In the bus we will travel along the
Malecon and stop next to Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes, the patron saint of the state. Continuation to MERIDA. Arrival at the end of the day, dinner included and
accommodation.

14 SAT. Merida.-

We see the CAÑON DEL SUMIDERO, on a boat we sail up
this impressive canyon almost 1 km deep and 14 km long.
Then we take a stroll in CHIAPA DEL CORZO, a colonial
site of tradition and culture. After this, we go further into
the Mayan culture and visit beautiful villages inhabited by
the Tzotziles Indians. In ZINACANTAN we can admire the
dresses of the women and the beautiful shops and weaving
workshops. In SAN JUAN CHAMULA we will be surprised
by its church which mixes Christianity with pre-columbine
traditions in its rites. Continuation to SAN CRISTOBAL
DE LAS CASAS, arrival at lunchtime. Afternoon free in this
very beautiful colonial city founded in 1528.

Tour of the city of MERIDA, the vibrant capital of the
Mexican Yucatan State boasts a rich colonial and Mayan
heritage. We see the fortified cathedral of Merida and the
limestone church of the Third Order as well as the House
of Montejo, a 16th century mansion and the emblem of
Plateresque colonial architecture. After lunch, we transfer
to the airport, to take a flight to Mexico City. Arrival at
the end of the day and end of our services.
Note: if you have booked additional nights in Mexico city at
the end of the trip, the transfer from the airport to the hotel
is not included.

12 THU. San Cristobal- Mexico City.-

(OPT. 3) AROUND MEXICO

After breakfast, transfer to the Tuxtla Gutierrez airport,
we take flight to Mexico (included). Arrival and end of
the services.
Note: if you have booked additional nights in Mexico city at
the end of the trip, the transfer from the airport to the hotel
is not included.

(OPT. 2) UNFORGETTABLE MEXICO
Days 1 - 11 as in Opt. 1

12 THU. San Cristobal- Ocosingo- Agua AzulMisol Ha- Palenque.-

A stage of beautiful mountain scenery inside Chiapas,
visiting areas inhabited by communities that have maintained their Mayan language and traditions. A stop in
OCOSINGO, the regional capital. After that we continue
to AGUA AZUL, admission included to the National
Park, lunch included and time to walk or bathe among
the more than 50 waterfalls between three and 30 metres
tall. We go on to MISOL HA, an impressive waterfall that
you can walk behind. Continuation to PALENQUE -dinner included and accommodation-.
Note: in some instances, roadblocks might be expected in
the region of Ocosingo due to local social issues. In that
event, we would take an alternative route visiting the City of
Villahermosa and the ecological reserve of Yumka instead of
the usual stops at Ocosingo, Agua Azul and Misol Ha.

EUROPAMUNDO TOURS

GUADALAJARA
2

Days 1 - 13 as in Opt. 2

15 SUN. Merida- Izamal- Chichen Itzan- ZaciCancún.-

Today we enjoy a beautiful stage to see the Yucatán
state. IZAMAL, one of the prettiest cities in Mexico, declared a ¨Magic city¨. In CHICHEN ITZAN, we include admission and a visit to the most important and renowned
vestige of the Mayan civilization, a World Heritage Site
where we see the mythical pyramid of Kukulcán and the
warriors’ temple. After the visit we include a meal of
Mayan cuisine. We continue to ZACI, one of the sacred
cenotes of the Mayans. Here you can swim or simply enjoy the scenery. Continuation to CANCUN. Arrival at the
end of the afternoon-.

16 MON. Cancun.-

After breakfast end of our services.   
We suggest that any travellers who wish to extend their
stay for a few days can do so resting by the beautiful
beaches of Cancun or the Riviera Maya.

13 FRI. Palenque- Champotón- Merida.-

We see the impressive archaeological site of PALENQUE,
a Mayan city surrounded by jungle, where we will see its
temples, pyramids and ball game. Admission and tour

HIERVE EL AGUA
OAXACA, MEXICO

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the website´s
«My Trip» page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Boat trip in Xochimilco in Mexico City,
to the island of Janitzio in Patzcuaro lake ,
Sumidero Canyon.
• City tour in: Mexico City, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Teotihuacan, Oaxaca.
• Evening Transfer: Plaza de Garibaldi in
Mexico City. Tlaquepaque neighborhood in
Guadalajara.
• Transfer: Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico
City, Marimba music live in Tuxtla.
• Ticket admission: Cabañas Hospice and
Mundo Cuervo Tequila Distillery in Guadalajara, To the Sanctuary of Atotonilco, archaeological site of Teotihuacán, Archaeological site of Mount Alban in Oaxaca.
• Funicular: Ascent to the Pípila in Guanajuato.
• Flights included: Tuxtla - Mexico City.
• 3 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Mexico
City, Oaxaca, on route to Tuxtla.
•
•(Additional services Opt. 2)
• City tour in: Palenque, Merida.
• Evening Transfer: Sacred Stones show of
light and sound in Merida.
• Ticket admission: Agua Azul National
Park, archaeological site of Palenque.
• Flights included: Merida- Mexico City.
• 4 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Agua Azul,
Palenque, on route to Champoton, Merida.
•
(Additional services Opt. 3)
• City tour in: Chichen Itza.
• Ticket admission: Chichen Itzan site.
• 1 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Chichen Itza.
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FROM

870$-DAYS 8

DEPARTURE DATES
Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:
Nov.20:
Dec.20:
Jan.21:
Feb.21:
Mar.21:

12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

PRICE PER PERSON
ID: 19094
High S.
Mid S.
Low S.

€
€
€

DBL
870
870
870

SINGL
1240
1240
1240

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the website’s
“My Trip” page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by
bus with English speaking guide, basic travel
insurance and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Boat trip in Xochimilco in Mexico City,
to the island of Janitzio in Patzcuaro lake. .
• City tour in : Mexico City, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Teotihuacan.
• Evening Transfer: Plaza de Garibaldi in Mexico
City. Tlaquepaque neighborhood in Guadalajara.
• Transfer: Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico City.
• Ticket admission: Cabañas Hospice and
Mundo Cuervo Tequila Distillery in Guadalajara, To the Sanctuary of Atotonilco, Archaeological site of Teotihuacán.
• Funicular: Ascent to the “Pípila” in Guanajuato
• 1 Lunch or Dinner included in: Mexico City.
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Colonial Mexico

01 SUN. Mexico City.-

Arrival. Welcome to Mexico. Transfer to hotel and free
time. Our guide will contact you late in the afternoon or
provide information through the informative panels in the
hotel reception area.-

02 MON. Mexico City.-

Today we have a fantastic day acquaint ourselves with
Mexico. We include a sightseeing tour of the city. We will
visit the Plaza of Three Cultures, and the historic centre in
which the Zócalo (main square) and its Metropolitan Cathedral stand out, the main Aztec temple, Chapultepec Park, the
“Paseo de la Reforma” Avenue and the other main avenues
of this impressive city.
At the end of the visit we travel to the BASILICA OF GUADALUPE, the most visited Catholic temple in the Americas
where the Virgin of Guadalupe is found. There we will be able
to explore the old basilica dating back to the 18th Century
and also the modern temple.
In the afternoon we travel to the neighbourhood of
XOCHIMILCO, a wonderful place with its canals and semifloating gardens. Here we include a ride in a “trajinera”,
one of the boats festooned with flowers.
In the evening we include a transfer to the Plaza de GARIBALDI, with its many bars, restaurants and bars where tacos
and tequila are served and the Mariachis sing. Dinner is included in a traditional restaurant.

03 TUE. Mexico City- Morelia- JanitzioPatzcuaro.-

We leave Mexico City, and amidst green countryside we enter the state of Michoacán. We travel to MORELIA, the
splendid Michoacán capital whose centre, with its magnificent cathedral, was declared Unesco World Heritage. Time
for lunch and a stroll in the centre. Then we will go on to the
beautiful Lake Pátzcuaro, the heart of the Purépecha region.
We embark and travel to the island of JANITZIO, where after our 25-minute crossing, we reach this picturesque village
full of life and craft shops. After this, we see PATZCUARO,
a pretty colonial village with its outstanding Basilica of Our
Lady of Health and the house of the eleven courtyards which
today is a craft centre. Night in this “magical village”.

04 WED. Patzcuaro- Chapala- TlaquepaqueGuadalajara.-

We leave for the state of Jalisco. We see Lake Chapala,
the largest natural lake in Mexico, surrounded by mountains. CHAPALA, time for a stroll and lunch in this small

tourist city by the lake. Arrival in GUADALAJARA. The end
of the afternoon, we include a transfer to the TLAQUEPAQUE district, with its picturesque streets full of shops
and craftsmen. You can have dinner in “El Parían” a large
square with many typical restaurants where there will be no
lack of Mariachis.

05 THU. Guadalajara- Tequila- Guadalajara.-

In the morning we include a visit to Guadalajara, the modern metropolis with its colonial historic centre, its cathedral,
its market, its Tapatía square. We will enter the Cabañas
Hospice, declared Unesco World Heritage. After the visit,
we will go on to the next town of TEQUILA, we include entrance to the MUNDO CUERVO distillery and will see how
this famous Mexican drink is made (entrance and tasting
included). After this, time for a stroll and lunch in the picturesque town of Tequila. After lunch, we return to Guadalajara.

06 FRI. Guadalajara- Guanajuato.-

We travel to the state of GUANAJUATO. Arrival at midday.
In the afternoon we include a city tour of this very beautiful
university city declared World Heritage, its steep slopes, its
narrow streets, its churches, and we also include a cable car
ride to admire the view from “el Pípila”.

07 SAT. Guanajuato- Dolores Hidalgo- San
Miguel Allende- Atotonilco- Queretaro.-

Amidst the mountains, we will travel to DOLORES HIDALGO,
the city that is the cradle of Mexican independence. Following this, we see SAN MIGUEL DE ALLENDE, a beautiful
city with vice regal architecture and cobbled streets declared
World Heritage. Time for a stroll.  In the afternoon, we see
the ATOTONILCO Sanctuary, known as the “Century of God
and the Patria”, World Heritage (sometimes it will not be
possible to visit the inside due to the retreats made there).
We then come to QUERETARO, with its very beautiful colonial centre, its square of arms and its busy restaurants and
pedestrian streets.

08 SUN. Queretaro- Teotihuacan- Mexico City.-

We travel to TEOTIHUACAN, in Náhuatl “the place where
men become gods”, one of the most impressive cities in the
ancient world. Here we admire the pyramids of the sun and
the moon, entrance and tour. Continuation to MEXICO
CITY, arrival at lunchtime.End of our services. Check the
time of your flight in case you need an additional night.

2 MÉRIDA

MEXICO CITY
2
OAXACA

1 PALENQUE

1 TUXTLA

1 SAN CRISTÓBAL
DE LAS CASAS

MEXICO

Arrival. Welcome to Mexico. Transfer to hotel and free
time. Our guide will contact you late in the afternoon or
provide information through the informative panels in the
hotel reception area.-

02 SAT. Mexico City.-

Today we have a fantastic day acquaint ourselves with
Mexico. We include a sightseeing tour of the city. We will
visit the Plaza of Three Cultures, and the historic centre in
which the Zócalo (main square) and its Metropolitan Cathedral stand out, the main Aztec temple, Chapultepec Park, the
“Paseo de la Reforma” Avenue and the other main avenues of
this impressive city. At the end of the visit we travel to the
BASILICA OF GUADALUPE, the most visited Catholic temple in the Americas where the Virgin of Guadalupe is found.
There we will be able to explore the old basilica dating back
to the 18th Century and also the modern temple. In the afternoon we travel to the neighbourhood of XOCHIMILCO, a
wonderful place with its canals and semi-floating gardens.
Here we include a ride in a “trajinera”, one of the boats
festooned with flowers. In the evening we include a transfer
to the Plaza de GARIBALDI, with its many bars, restaurants
and bars where tacos and tequila are served and the Mariachis sing. Dinner is included in a traditional restaurant.

Teotihuacán-

After breakfast, transfer to the Tuxtla Gutierrez airport,
we take flight to Mexico (included). Arrival and end of
the services.
Note: if you have booked additional nights in Mexico city at
the end of the trip, the transfer from the airport to the hotel
is not included.

04 MON. Oaxaca- Monte Alban- El Tule- Oaxaca.-

Visit included to OAXACA, a UNESCO World Heritage City
of Aztec origin with its impressive monumental heritage, after which we go up to the site of MONTE ALBAN, which is
set deep in a 400-metre mountain above the Valley of Oaxaca – entry tickets and visit are included. This is the most
magnificent of the Zapotec cities. This is the most magnificent of the Zapotec cities. On the outskirts of Oaxaca we
know SANTA MARIE EL TULE, together with its beautiful
church, it contains a two thousand year old tree that has one
of widest trunks in the world. Free afternoon in Oaxaca, an
extremely beautiful colonial city which is full of life.

05 TUE. Oaxaca- San Pablo Villa de MitlaTuxtla.-

We leave early and stop at SAN PABLO VILLA DE MITLA, a
magical town. We allow time for a walk together to the
Church of San Pablo dating back to the Sixteenth Century
and through its beautiful rustic streets. We continue our
route in the sierras of Oaxaca towards the Isthmus. Lunch
is included on route. At the end of the afternoon, we arrive in TUXTLA GUTIERREZ, the capital of the state of
Chiapas. We will go with our guide to the Marimba Park,
where we will listen to a live group playing the Marimba, the emblematic instrument of Chiapas.

07 THU. San Cristobal- Ocosingo- Agua AzulMisol Ha- Palenque.-

A stage of beautiful mountain scenery inside Chiapas, visiting areas inhabited by communities that have maintained
their Mayan language and traditions. A stop in OCOSINGO,
the regional capital. After that we continue to AGUA AZUL,
admission included to the National Park, lunch included
and time to walk or bathe among the more than 50 waterfalls
between three and 30 metres tall. We go on to MISOL HA,
an impressive waterfall that you can walk behind. Continuation to PALENQUE - Dinner included and accommodation.
Note: in some instances, roadblocks might be expected in the
region of Ocosingo due to local social issues. In that event, we
would take an alternative route visiting the City of Villahermosa and the ecological reserve of Yumka instead of the usual
stops at Ocosingo, Agua Azul and Misol Ha.
We see the impressive archaeological site of PALENQUE, a
Mayan city surrounded by jungle, where we will see its temples, pyramids and ball game. Admission and tour with
local guide included. After this, we travel to the Gulf of
Mexico through the state of Tabasco. Lunch included (on
route). Arrival in CHAMPOTON, a picturesque small town
by the sea. In the bus we will travel along the Malecon and
stop next to Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes, the patron
saint of the state. Continuation to MERIDA. Arrival at the
end of the day, dinner included and accommodation.

09 SAT. Merida.-

Tour of the city of MERIDA, the vibrant capital of the
Mexican Yucatan State boasts a rich colonial and Mayan
heritage. We see the fortified cathedral of Merida and the
limestone church of the Third Order as well as the House of
Montejo, a 16th century mansion and the emblem of Plateresque colonial architecture. Afternoon free, we suggest
you visit the Museum of the Mayan World on your own. In
the evening, we include a transfer to attend the ¨Sacred
Stones” show of light and sound. Accommodation.

10 SUN. Merida- Mexico City.-

Tour of the city of MERIDA, the vibrant capital of the
Mexican Yucatan State boasts a rich colonial and Mayan
heritage. We see the fortified cathedral of Merida and the
limestone church of the Third Order as well as the House
of Montejo, a 16th century mansion and the emblem of
Plateresque colonial architecture. After lunch, we transfer
to the airport, to take a flight to Mexico City. Arrival at
the end of the day and end of our services.
Note: if you have booked additional nights in Mexico city at
the end of the trip, the transfer from the airport to the hotel
is not included.

(Opt. 3) From Mexico City to Cancun
Days 1 - 9 as in Opt. 2

10 SUN. Merida- Izamal- Chichen Itzan- ZaciCancún.-

Today we enjoy a beautiful stage to see the Yucatán

06 WED. Tuxtla- Sumidero Canyon- Chiapa del state. IZAMAL, one of the prettiest cities in Mexico, deCorzo- Zinacantan- San Juan de Chamula- San clared a ¨Magic city¨. In CHICHEN ITZAN, we include admisCristobal.sion and a visit to the most important and renowned vestige
We see the CAÑON DEL SUMIDERO, on a boat we sail up
this impressive canyon almost 1 km deep and 14 km long.
Then we take a stroll in CHIAPA DEL CORZO, a colonial
site of tradition and culture. After this, we go further into
the Mayan culture and visit beautiful villages inhabited by
the Tzotziles Indians. In ZINACANTAN we can admire the
dresses of the women and the beautiful shops and weaving
workshops. In SAN JUAN CHAMULA we will be surprised
by its church which mixes Christianity with pre-columbine
traditions in its rites. Continuation to SAN CRISTOBAL
DE LAS CASAS, arrival at lunchtime. Afternoon free in this
very beautiful colonial city founded in 1528.

NLINE

FROM 950€-DAYS 7/10/11
DEPARTURE DATES

(OPT. 2) THE MARIACHI ROUTE
Days 1 - 6 as in Opt. 1

Cholula- 08 FRI. Palenque- Champoton- Merida.-

We begin our tour by going to TEOTIHUACAN, which in
Nahuatl means “the place where men become gods”, and is
one of the most impressive cities from the ancient world.
We will admire the pyramids of the sun and the moon, entry ticket and visit. We continue our route to the very
picturesque CHOLULA, with its beautiful square, its tunnels under the pyramid and the picturesque sanctuary of
Nuestra Señora de los Remedios from where you can admire the magnificent panorama. Time to have lunch.
In the afternoon, we travel to the state of Oaxaca. Arrival
at OAXACA at the end of the day.- Dinner included.
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01 FRI. Mexico City.-

AV

option 3

07 THU. San Cristobal- Mexico City.-

(OPT. 1) MEXICAN STROLL

03 SUN. MexicoOaxaca.-

SAN CRISTÓBAL DE LAS CASAS

TY

Mexican stroll option 1
option 2
The Mariachi route
From Mexico City to Cancun

EUROPAMUNDO TOURS

2

CANC
1

of the Mayan civilization, a World Heritage Site where we see
the mythical pyramid of Kukulcán and the warriors’ temple.
After the visit we include a meal of Mayan cuisine. We
continue to ZACI, one of the sacred cenotes of the Mayans.
Here you can swim or simply enjoy the scenery. Continuation
to CANCUN. Arrival at the end of the afternoon-.

Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:
Nov.20:
Dec.20:
Jan.21:
Feb.21:
Mar.21:

OPT. 1
AND 2
17
15
12
10
07
04
02, 30
27
25
22
19
19

OPT. 3
17
15
12
10
07
04
02, 30
27
25
22
19
19

PRICE PER PERSON
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
ID: 19098 ID: 19099
ID: 19100
DBL SINGL DBL SINGL DBL SINGL

High S. € 950 1235 1295 1650 1415 1855
Mid S. € 950 1235 1295 1650 1415 1855
Low S. € 950 1235 1295 1650 1415 1855

EXPECTED HOTELES
See the hotels provided for this trip in
the final part of the brochure and on the
website’s “My Trip” page

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by bus
with English speaking guide, basic travel insurance
and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Boat trip in Xochimilco in Mexico City, Sumidero Canyon.
• City tour in: Mexico City, Teotihuacan, Oaxaca.
• Evening Transfer: Garibaldi Square in Mexico
City.
• Transfer: Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico City,
Marimba music live in Tuxtla.
• Ticket admission: Archaeological site of Teotihuacán, Archaeological site of Mount Alban in
Oaxaca.
• Flights included: Tuxtla - Mexico City.
• 3 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Mexico City,
Oaxaca, on route to Tuxtla.
(ADDITIONAL SERVICES OPT. 2)
• City tour in: Palenque, Merida.
• Evening Transfer: Sacred Stones show of light
and sound in Merida.
• Ticket admission: Agua Azul National Park, archaeological site of Palenque.
• Flights included: Merida- Mexico City.
• 4 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Agua Azul,
Palenque, on route to Champoton, Merida.
(ADDITIONAL SERVICES OPT. 3)
• City tour in: Chichen Itza.
• Ticket admission: Chichen Itzan site.
• 1 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Chichen Itza.

11 MON. Cancun.-

Our services end after breakfast.  
We suggest that any travellers who wish to extend their
stay for a few days can do so resting by the beautiful
beaches of Cancun or the Riviera Maya.
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FROM 1840€-DAYS 14/16/19
DEPARTURE DATES
Apr.20:
May.20:
Jun.20:
Jul.20:
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
Oct.20:
Nov.20:
Dec.20:
Jan.21:
Feb.21:
Mar.21:

OPT. 1
AND 2
12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

OPT. 3
12
10
07
05
02, 30
27
25
22
20
17
14
14

PRICE PER PERSON
OPTION 1 OPTION 2
OPTION 3
ID: 19101
ID: 19102
ID: 19103
DBL SINGL DBL SINGL DBL SINGL

High S. € 1840 2400 2335 2920 2725 3380
Mid S. € 1840 2400 2335 2920 2725 3380
Low S. € 1930 2490 2425 3010 2880 3535

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the website´s
«My Trip» page.

HAVANA

new

Mexico and Cuba option 1
Central Mexico and Cuba option 2
Central Mexico and option 3
Unforgettable Cuba
(OPT. 1) MEXICO AND CUBA
01 SUN. Mexico City.Arrival. Welcome to Mexico. Transfer to hotel and free
time. Our guide will contact you late in the afternoon or
provide information through the informative panels in the
hotel reception area.02 MON. Mexico City.Today we have a fantastic day acquaint ourselves with
Mexico. We include a sightseeing tour of the city. We
will visit the Plaza of Three Cultures, and the historic centre in which the Zócalo (main square) and its Metropolitan
Cathedral stand out, the main Aztec temple, Chapultepec
Park, the “Paseo de la Reforma” Avenue and the other main
avenues of this impressive city. At the end of the visit we
travel to the BASILICA OF GUADALUPE, the most visited
Catholic temple in the Americas where the Virgin of Guadalupe is found. There we will be able to explore the old
basilica dating back to the 18th Century and also the modern temple.
In the afternoon we travel to the neighbourhood of
XOCHIMILCO, a wonderful place with its canals and semifloating gardens. Here we include a ride in a “trajinera”,
one of the boats festooned with flowers.
In the evening we include a transfer to the Plaza de GARIBALDI, with its many bars, restaurants and bars where tacos and tequila are served and the Mariachis sing. Dinner
is included in a traditional restaurant.
03 TUE. Mexico city- Morelia- janitzio- Patzcuaro.We leave Mexico City, and amidst green countryside we
enter the state of Michoacán. We travel to MORELIA, the
splendid Michoacán capital whose centre, with its magnificent cathedral, was declared Unesco World Heritage. Time
for lunch and a stroll in the centre. Then we will go on
to the beautiful Lake Pátzcuaro, the heart of the Purépecha region. We embark and travel to the island of JANITZIO, where after our 25-minute crossing, we reach this
picturesque village full of life and craft shops. After this,
we see PATZCUARO, a pretty colonial village with its outstanding Basilica of Our Lady of Health and the house of
the eleven courtyards which today is a craft centre. Night
in this “magical village”.
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04 WED. Patzcuaro- Chapala- Tlaquepaque- Guadalajara.We leave for the state of Jalisco. We see Lake Chapala,
the largest natural lake in Mexico, surrounded by mountains. CHAPALA, time for a stroll and lunch in this small
tourist city by the lake. Arrival in GUADALAJARA. The end
of the afternoon, we include a transfer to the TLAQUEPAQUE district, with its picturesque streets full of shops
and craftsmen. You can have dinner in “El Parían” a large
square with many typical restaurants where there will be
no lack of Mariachis.
05 THU. Guadalajara- Tequila- Guadalajara.In the morning we include a visit to Guadalajara, the
modern metropolis with its colonial historic centre, its
cathedral, its market, its Tapatía square. We will enter
the Cabañas Hospice, declared Unesco World Heritage.
After the visit, we will go on to the next town of TEQUILA, we include entrance to the MUNDO CUERVO distillery and will see how this famous Mexican drink is
made (entrance and tasting included). After this, time
for a stroll and lunch in the picturesque town of Tequila.
After lunch, we return to Guadalajara.
06 FRI. Guadalajara- Guanajuato.We travel to the state of GUANAJUATO. Arrival at midday. In the afternoon we include a city tour of this very
beautiful university city declared World Heritage, its steep
slopes, its narrow streets, its churches, and we also include
a cable car ride to admire the view from “el Pípila”.
07 SAT. Guanajuato- Dolores Hidalgo- San Miguel Allende- Atotonilco- Queretaro.Amidst the mountains, we will travel to DOLORES HIDALGO, the city that is the cradle of Mexican independence. Following this, we see SAN MIGUEL DE ALLENDE,
a beautiful city with vice regal architecture and cobbled
streets declared World Heritage. Time for a stroll.  In the
afternoon, we see the ATOTONILCO Sanctuary, known as
the “Century of God and the Patria”, World Heritage (sometimes it will not be possible to visit the inside due to the
retreats made there). We then come to QUERETARO, with
its very beautiful colonial centre, its square of arms and its
busy restaurants and pedestrian streets.

1 GUANAJUATO
1 QUERETARO

PATZCUARO 1

2/1

MEXICO CITY

LA HABANA REMEDIOS
2
1
1 CAYO COCO
CIENFUEGOS 1 2 TRINIDAD
1
1 GUARDALAVACA
CAMAGÜEY
2
SANTIAGO
DE CUBA
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GUADALAJARA
2

cayo coco
08 SUN. Queretaro- Teotihuacan- Mexico City.We travel to TEOTIHUACAN, in Náhuatl “the place where
men become gods”, one of the most impressive cities in the
ancient world. Here we admire the pyramids of the sun and
the moon, entrance and tour. Continuation to MEXICO
CITY, arrival at lunchtime.
09 MON. Mexico City- Havana.After breakfast a transfer takes you to the airport to take
your flight to La Havana. Upon arrival, we shall be waiting
for you to transfer you to your hotel. To welcome you at the
end of the afternoon we will include a trip in an old classic
car to the fortress of San Carlos passing the ‘Malecón’ and
we will attend the cannon shooting ceremony (admission
included). Return to the hotel (by coach or vehicles) and accommodation.
10 TUE. Havana.This morning we include a visit of about 4 hours; we will
include a stroll through Colonial Havana; declared a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, a panoramic tour of Revolution Square
and the University. We will include a boat trip across the
bay in the little boat to Regla where we will see the church of
the Virgin of Regla, a place of great devotion where there is
a strong syncretism between the Catholic religion and the Afro-Cuban. Will you buy flowers and have a daughter of Ochun
read your hand? After this, at lunchtime, we will take you to
the area of the ‘Callejón del Chorro’, an area with multiple
“paladares” (private restaurants) where you can have lunch.
Afternoon free. In the evening, those who wish may optionally attend the famous Tropicana cabaret-show.
11 WED. Havana- Guama- Caleta Buena- Girón- Cienfuegos.We will leave Havana for the south of the island, where we
can enjoy its beautiful tropical landscapes. Arrival in GUAMA,
and a visit to the crocodile farm, including a boat trip to
admire this area declared a national park. In the village of
Taina we will see a little more about the population that existed before the arrival of the Europeans. We continue along
the Caribbean coastal road. Have your swimsuit to hand! We
will have time in CALETA BUENA, where we will include
lunch, and you can swim, see its cenotes or snorkel! After
that in GIRON, we will visit the Girón Beach Museum which
tells us about the Bay of Pigs invasion and the revolution.
Continuation to CIENFUEGOS, “the pearl of the south”, a
very nice colonial city, where we will walk through its French
neoclassical colonial streets. Dinner included and accommodation.
2 THU. Cienfuegos- Trinidad.A little under a hundred kilometres take us to TRINIDAD, arrival and visit to Cuba’s most beautiful and best-preserved
colonial city, a true “open-air museum”, declared a world heritage site. After the visit we will see the “Temple of Santería Yemayá”, dedicated to the orisha (God) of the Sea, with
its offerings of fruit, water and stones; a santero will tell us
about this religion and its beliefs. After the visit and lunch
included, we will stay at our resort hotel at Ancon beach. You
will have the afternoon free to enjoy the Caribbean Sea on
this magnificent beach, or, if you prefer, to stroll at leisure
in Trinidad. At night we provide a transfer to the cathedral
to enjoy the “place of music” and its little restaurants with
Cuban music.
13 FRI. Trinidad- Valle de los Ingenios- GuachinangoTrinidad.Our day is full of beautiful landscapes and unforgettable experiences. By coach we travel to MANACA IZNAGA, at the centre of the sugar zone that brought Trinidad prosperity; here
we will remember the story of the slaves next to the ancient
44-metre tower that was used to watch over them. We will
then take a historic train with its old wooden carriages that
slowly runs through the hacienda. The train stops at FENOTA,
a sugar mill today a museum, and goes on to GUACHINANGO, in this beautiful area of hills we will have time to relax
over lunch (included). In the afternoon, we return to Trinidad
on our old train, where there is free time to relax at the hotel.
14 SAT. Trinidad- Havana.In the morning, after breakfast we will return to HAVANA.

Depending on the number of participants, this may be done
on the “Vía Azul” tourist coach line. HAVANA, arrival at
16:30. End of our services. Check the time of your flight in
case you need an additional night.

tributaries and small inland lakes. After that, spectacular landscapes on the road that crosses the sea
towards CAYO COCO. Arrival mid-afternoon, dinner included.

(OPT. 2) CENTRAL MEXICO AND CUBA
Days 1 - 12 as in Opt. 1
13 FRI. Trinidad- Valle de los Ingenios- GuachinangoSancti Spiritus- Camagüey.Our day is full of beautiful landscapes and unforgettable experiences. By coach we travel to MANACA IZNAGA, at the
centre of the sugar zone that brought Trinidad prosperity;
here we will remember the story of the slaves next to the
ancient 44-metre tower that was used to watch over them.
We will then take a historic train with its old wooden carriages that slowly runs through the hacienda. The train stops
at FENOTA, a sugar mill today a museum, and goes on
to GUACHINANGO, in this beautiful area of hills we will
have time to relax over lunch (included). In the afternoon,
by coach, we will continue to SANCTI SPIRITUS, a charming little colonial town little visited by tourism, where we
will have time for a walk and a coffee. Continuation through
the centre of the island towards CAMAGÜEY-Arrival in the
country’s third city, considered the city of art and with a lot
of atmosphere at night.-

18 WED. Cayo Coco- Yaguajay- Remedios.Free morning to enjoy the beach. After lunch
(included) we will leave for YAGUAJAY, where
the Camilo Cienfuegos museum-cemetery is located. Night in REMEDIOS, one of the most beautiful colonial towns in Cuba. Dinner included.

14 SAT. Camagüey- Guáimaro- Bayamo- Santiago de
Cuba.Morning visit to the city’s great historical centre with its
many theatres, squares, alleys and churches. We will include
a visit to the Camaguey Ballet Centre, where they will tell
us about the origin of the company, and we will watch dancers, teachers and choreographers rehearsing and assembling
their works. Lunch included. We continue on our route, with
a brief stop in GUÁIMARO where the first Cuban constitution which was approved, and the slaves’ emancipation was
demanded. BAYAMO, a picturesque small colonial town;
here we will stroll and see the schoolchildren practising at
the chess academy. SANTIAGO DE CUBA, arrival at the end
of the afternoon. In the evening we will go to CASA DE LA
TROVA, a meeting place for Cuban music lovers, with its live
performances.
15 SUN. Santiago de Cuba.We include a tour of SANTIAGO, Cuba’s second city and
one of contrasts, capital of the ‘son’ and the revolution.
Around 20 km from the city, in the mountains, we will go
to the Basilica of our Lady of Charity of Copper, where
we will be surprised at the veneration for the virgin patron
of Cuba. After that we will go to the Santa Ifigenia cemetery, where Fidel Castro and José Martí are buried. We will
see the Ron Bacardí factory and go to the CASTILLO DEL
MORRO, an impregnable citadel on a promontory declared a
world heritage site, which houses an interesting museum on
Piracy. Lunch included. Free time in the afternoon.
16 MON. Santiago De Cuba.After breakfast, end of our services.
(OPT. 3) CENTRAL MEXICO AND UNFORGETTABLE CUBA
Days 1 - 15 as in Opt. 2
16 MON. Santiago de Cuba- Holguín- Bariay BayGuardalavaca.Among beautiful landscapes of tropical hills, we travel to
the north coast. A walk through the quiet centre of HOLGUIN before continuing to GUARDALAVACA, where we see
the Museo Chorro de Maita archaeological park that protects the remains of a village and an Indian cemetery with the
remains of 62 human skeletons, and Taina Village, which
reproduces scenes of how the Indigenous peoples lived before Columbus’s arrival. We see the magnificent surroundings
of BARIAY BAY, where Christopher Columbus landed. Lunch
included. Afternoon free at the resort by the beautiful
Guardalavaca beaches. Dinner included in the hotel.
17 TUE. Guardalavaca- Puerto Padre- Laguna de la Ronda- Cayo Coco.We travel to the west of the island. Stop at PUERTO PADRE,
a small town stopped in time, which was once the largest
sugar port on the planet. Lunch included on route. In LAGUNA DE LA REDONDA, we will include a beautiful onehour boat ride between the mangroves, foliage-covered

19 THU. Remedios- Marcelo Salado Sugar MillSanta Clara- Havana.On the outskirts of Remedios, we see the old Marcelo Salado sugar mill, a former sugar mill closed after
the fall of the USSR, and today a museum that shows
us what traditional sugar production was like. We include a 20-minute ride on an old train with a steam
engine. After that we travel to SANTA CLARA, where
we see the Constantino Pérez cigar factory (Montecristo and Partagas cigars). After lunch (included) we visit the Che Guevara Mausoleum Museum.
Return to Havana. Arrival at about 19:00. End of our
services. Check the time of your flight in case you
need an additional night.

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the website´s
«My Trip» page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by bus with
English speaking guide, basic travel insurance and
breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Boat trip in Xochimilco in Mexico City, to the island of Janitzio in Patzcuaro lake, Havana, Guama.
• City tour in: Mexico City, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Teotihuacan, Havana, Cienfuegos.
• Evening Transfer: Plaza de Garibaldi in Mexico City,
Tlaquepaque neighborhood in Guadalajara, Fortress of
St. Carlos in Havana.
• Transfer: Basilica of Guadalupe in Mexico City.
• Ticket admission: Cabañas Hospice and Mundo Cuervo Tequila Distillery in Guadalajara, To the Sanctuary of
Atotonilco, archaeological site of Teotihuacán, Fortress
of St. Carlos in Havana, Crocodile farm in Guama, Giron
Beach Museum, Temple of Santería Yemaya in Cienfuegos, Fenota sugar mill museum.
• Train: Manaca Iznaga Hacienda.
• Funicular: Ascent to the Pípila in Guanajuato.
• Flights included: Mexico- Havana.
• 5 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Mexico City, Caleta
Buena, Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Guachinango,
(ADDITIONAL SERVICES OPT. 2)
• City tour in: Camaguey, Santiago De Cuba.
• Evening Transfer: Casa de la Trova in Santiago.
• Ticket admission: Manaca Iznaga hacienda, Fenota
sugar mill museum, Camaguey Ballet Centre, Ron Bacardi Factory, Castillo del Morro.
• Train: Manaca Iznaga in Guachinango.
• 3 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Guachinango, Camagüey, Santiago de Cuba.
(ADDITIONAL SERVICES OPT. 3)
• Boat: Laguna de la Redonda.
• Ticket admission: Chorro de Maita museum in Guardalavaca, Taina Village, Camilo Cienfuegos museumcemetery in Yaguajay, Marcelo Salado Sugar Mill in
Remedios, Cigar Factory in Santa Clara.
• Train: Marcelo Salado Sugar mill.
• 7 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Holguin, Guardalavaca,
Puerto Padre, Cayo Coco, Cayo Coco, Remedios, Santa
Clara.
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01 MON. Havana.-

EUROPAMUNDO TOURS
O

NLINE

FROM 435€-DAYS 7/10/11
Op. 1/2 Op 3
Apr.20:
20
May.20:
18
Jun.20:
15
13
Jul.20:
10
Aug.20:
Sep.20:
07
Oct.20:
05
Nov.20: 02, 30 02,
Dec.20:
28*
Jan.21:
25
Feb.21:
22
Mar.21:
22

Arrival. Welcome to Cuba!. Transfer to the hotel and, depending on the time of your flight, free time. To welcome
you at the end of the afternoon we will include a trip in
an old classic car to the fortress of San Carlos passing the ‘Malecón’ and we will attend the cannon shooting
ceremony(admission included). Return to the hotel (by
coach or vehicles) and accommodation.

02 TUE. Havana.-

DEPARTURE DATES
20
18
15
13
10
07
05
30
28
25
22
22

PRICE PER PERSON
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
ID: 19104 ID: 19105
ID: 19106
DBL SINGL DBL SINGL DBL SINGL

High S. € 435 610 915 1115 1320 1599
Mid S. € 435 610 915 1115 1320 1599
Low S. € 520 695 1000 1200 1470 1749
*Extra € 550 750 1040 1175 1060 1280

EXPECTED HOTELS
See the hotels provided for this trip in the final part of the brochure and on the website´s
«My Trip» page.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Europamundo General Services: Travel by bus
with English speaking guide, basic travel insurance
and breakfast buffet.
• Includes arrival transfer
• Boat: Havana, Guama.
• City tour in: Havana, Cienfuegos.
• Evening Transfer: Fortress of St. Carlos in Havana.
• Ticket admission: Fortress of St. Carlos in Havana, Crocodile farm in Guama, Giron Beach Museum, Temple of Santería Yemaya in Trinidad,
Fenota sugar mill museum.
• Train: Manaca Iznaga Hacienda.
• 4 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Caleta Buena,
Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Guachinango.
(Additional services Opt. 2)
• City tour in: Camaguey, Santiago De Cuba.
• Evening Transfer: Casa de la Trova in Santiago.
• Ticket admission: Manaca Iznaga hacienda,
Fenota sugar mill museum, Camaguey Ballet Centre, Ron Bacardi Factory, Castillo del Morro.
• Train: Manaca Iznaga in Guachinango.
• 3 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Guachinango,
Camagüey, Santiago de Cuba.
(Additional services Opt. 3)
• Boat: Laguna de la Redonda.
• Ticket admission: Chorro de Maita museum in
Guardalavaca, Taina Village, Camilo Cienfuegos
museum-cemetery in Yaguajay, Marcelo Salado
Sugar Mill in Remedios, Cigar Factory in Santa
Clara.
• Train: Marcelo Salado Sugar mill.
• 7 Lunch or Dinner Included in: Holguin, Guardalavaca, Puerto Padre, Cayo Coco, Cayo Coco, Remedios, Santa Clara.
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Cuba Express option 1
Cuba From West to East option 2
Entire Cuba option 3
(Opt. 1) Cuba Express
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This morning we include a visit of about 4 hours; we will
include a stroll through Colonial Havana; declared a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, a panoramic tour of Revolution Square
and the University. We will include a boat trip across the
bay in the little boat to Regla where we will see the church of
the Virgin of Regla, a place of great devotion where there is
a strong syncretism between the Catholic religion and the Afro-Cuban. Will you buy flowers and have a daughter of Ochun
read your hand? After this, at lunchtime, we will take you to
the area of the ‘Callejón del Chorro’, an area with multiple
“paladares” (private restaurants) where you can have lunch.
Afternoon free. In the evening, those who wish may optionally attend the famous Tropicana cabaret-show.

03 WED. Havana- Guama- Caleta Buena- GirónCienfuegos.-

We will leave Havana for the south of the island, where we
can enjoy its beautiful tropical landscapes. Arrival in GUAMA,
and a visit to the crocodile farm, including a boat trip to
admire this area declared a national park. In the village of
Taina we will see a little more about the population that existed before the arrival of the Europeans. We continue along
the Caribbean coastal road. Have your swimsuit to hand! We
will have time in CALETA BUENA, where we will include
lunch, and you can swim, see its cenotes or snorkel! After
that in GIRON, we will visit the Girón Beach Museum which
tells us about the Bay of Pigs invasion and the revolution.
Continuation to CIENFUEGOS, “the pearl of the south”, a
very nice colonial city, where we will walk through its French
neoclassical colonial streets. Dinner included and accommodation.

04 THU. Cienfuegos- Trinidad.-

A little under a hundred kilometres take us to TRINIDAD, arrival and visit to Cuba’s most beautiful and best-preserved
colonial city, a true “open-air museum”, declared a world heritage site. After the visit we will see the “Temple of Santería Yemayá”, dedicated to the orisha (God) of the Sea, with
its offerings of fruit, water and stones; a santero will tell us
about this religion and its beliefs. After the visit and lunch
included, we will stay at our resort hotel at Ancon beach.
You will have the afternoon free to enjoy the Caribbean Sea
on this magnificent beach, or, if you prefer, to stroll at leisure
in Trinidad. At night we provide a transfer to the cathedral
to enjoy the “place of music” and its little restaurants with
Cuban music.

05 FRI. Trinidad- Valle de los Ingenios- Guachinango- Trinidad.-

to GUACHINANGO, in this beautiful area of hills we will
have time to relax over lunch (included). In the afternoon,
by coach, we will continue to SANCTI SPIRITUS, a charming little colonial town little visited by tourism, where we will
have time for a walk and a coffee. Continuation through the
centre of the island towards CAMAGÜEY-Arrival in the country’s third city, considered the city of art and with a lot of
atmosphere at night.-

06 SAT. Camagüey- Guáimaro- Bayamo- Santiago
de Cuba.-

Morning visit to the city’s great historical centre with its
many theatres, squares, alleys and churches. We will include
a visit to the Camaguey Ballet Centre, where they will tell
us about the origin of the company, and we will watch dancers, teachers and choreographers rehearsing and assembling
their works. Lunch included. We continue on our route, with
a brief stop in GUÁIMAROwhere the first Cuban constitution which was approved, and the slaves’ emancipation was
demanded. BAYAMO, a picturesque small colonial town;
here we will stroll and see the schoolchildren practising at
the chess academy. SANTIAGO DE CUBA, arrival at the end
of the afternoon. In the evening we will go to CASA DE LA
TROVA, a meeting place for Cuban music lovers, with its live
performances.

07 SUN. Santiago de Cuba.-

We include a tour of SANTIAGO, Cuba’s second city and
one of contrasts, capital of the ‘son’ and the revolution.
Around 20 km from the city, in the mountains, we will go
to the Basilica of our Lady of Charity of Copper, where
we will be surprised at the veneration for the virgin patron
of Cuba. After that we will go to the Santa Ifigenia cemetery, where Fidel Castro and José Martí are buried. We will
see the Ron Bacardí factory and go to the CASTILLO DEL
MORRO, an impregnable citadel on a promontory declared a
world heritage site, which houses an interesting museum on
Piracy. Lunch included. Free time in the afternoon.

08 MON. Santiago De Cuba.-

After breakfast, end of our services.
(Opt. 3) Entire Cuba
Days 1 - 7 as in Opt. 2

08 MON. Santiago de Cuba- Holguín- Bariay BayGuardalavaca.-

Among beautiful landscapes of tropical hills, we travel to
the north coast. A walk through the quiet centre of HOLGUIN before continuing to GUARDALAVACA, where we see
the Museo Chorro de Maita archaeological park that protects the remains of a village and an Indian cemetery with the
remains of 62 human skeletons, and Taina Village, which
reproduces scenes of how the Indigenous peoples lived before Columbus’s arrival. We see the magnificent surroundings
of BARIAY BAY, where Christopher Columbus landed. Lunch
included. Afternoon free at the resort by the beautiful
Guardalavaca beaches. Dinner included in the hotel.

Our day is full of beautiful landscapes and unforgettable experiences. By coach we travel to MANACA IZNAGA, at the
centre of the sugar zone that brought Trinidad prosperity;
here we will remember the story of the slaves next to the
ancient 44-metre tower that was used to watch over them.
We will then take a historic train with its old wooden carriages that slowly runs through the hacienda. The train
stops at FENOTA, a sugar mill today a museum, and goes
on to GUACHINANGO, in this beautiful area of hills we will
have time to relax over lunch (included). In the afternoon,
we return to Trinidad on our old train, where there is free
time to relax at the hotel.

09 TUE. Guardalavaca- Puerto Padre- Laguna de
la Ronda- Cayo Coco.-

06 SAT. Trinidad- Havana.-

Free morning to enjoy the beach. After lunch (included) we
will leave for YAGUAJAY, where the Camilo Cienfuegos
museum-cemetery is located. Night in REMEDIOS, one of
the most beautiful colonial towns in Cuba. Dinner included.

In the morning, after breakfast we will return to HAVANA.
Depending on the number of participants, this may be done
on the “Vía Azul” tourist coach line. HAVANA, arrival at
16:30. End of our services. Check the time of your flight in
case you need an additional night.
(Opt. 2) Cuba From West to East
Days 1 - 4 as in Opt. 1

05 FRI. Trinidad- Valle de los Ingenios- Guachinango- Sancti Spiritus- Camagüey.-

Our day is full of beautiful landscapes and unforgettable experiences. By coach we travel to MANACA IZNAGA, at the
centre of the sugar zone that brought Trinidad prosperity;
here we will remember the story of the slaves next to the
ancient 44-metre tower that was used to watch over them.
We will then take a historic train with its old wooden carriages that slowly runs through the hacienda. The train stops
at FENOTA, a sugar mill today a museum, and goes on

We travel to the west of the island. Stop at PUERTO PADRE,
a small town stopped in time, which was once the largest sugar port on the planet. Lunch included on route. In LAGUNA
DE LA REDONDA, we will include a beautiful one-hour boat
ride between the mangroves, foliage-covered tributaries and
small inland lakes. After that, spectacular landscapes on the
road that crosses the sea towards CAYO COCO. Arrival midafternoon, dinner included.

10 WED. Cayo Coco- Yaguajay- Remedios.-

11 THU. Remedios- Marcelo Salado Sugar MillSanta Clara- Havana.-

On the outskirts of Remedios, we see the old Marcelo Salado sugar mill, a former sugar mill closed after the fall of the
USSR, and today a museum that shows us what traditional
sugar production was like. We include a 20-minute ride
on an old train with a steam engine. After that we travel
to SANTA CLARA, where we see the Constantino Pérez cigar factory (Montecristo and Partagas cigars). After lunch
(included) we visit the Che Guevara Mausoleum Museum.
Return to Havana. Arrival at about 19:00. End of our services. Check the time of your flight in case you need an additional night.

